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We report an ultrahigh resolution resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) study of the in-plane
bond-stretching phonon mode in stripe-ordered cuprate La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4. Phonon softening
and lifetime shortening are found around the charge ordering wave vector. In addition to these
self-energy effects, the electron-phonon coupling is probed by its proportionality to the RIXS cross
section. We find an enhancement of the electron-phonon coupling around the charge-stripe ordering
wave vector upon cooling into the low-temperature tetragonal structure phase. These results suggest
that in addition to electronic correlations, electron-phonon coupling contributes significantly to the
emergence of long-range charge-stripe order in cuprates.

The ubiquity of charge order in hole-doped cuprates
has motivated the investigation of its underlying mecha-
nism [1]. This task is complicated by the fact that charge,
spin and lattice degrees of freedom are intimately coupled
in the presence of strong correlations. Prevalent theo-
ries suggest that charge order in underdoped cuprates
develops predominantly from strong electronic interac-
tions [2–4]. The competition between magnetic and ki-
netic energies drives the tendency of doped holes towards
clustering into charged stripes — often dubbed stripe or-
der. This is in contrast to the scenario where charge-
density-wave (CDW) order emerges due to momentum
dependent electron-phonon coupling (EPC) [5–7]. These
two mechanisms for charge ordering are difficult to differ-
entiate since (a) charge modulation in both cases couples
to the underlying lattice and (b) it is difficult to evaluate
the EPC and its reciprocal space variation. From hereon,
CDW order refers broadly to a static charge modulation
irrespective of the driving mechanism which is the topic
of this Letter.

Phonon anomalies in vicinity to the CDW ordering
wave vector suggest the importance of electron-phonon
interaction [8, 9]. It has, however, been difficult to
extract the EPC strength let alone its momentum de-
pendence. Inelastic neutron and x-ray scattering (INS
and IXS) [8, 9] or angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) self-energy studies [10, 11], infer the
EPC strength based on the assumption of bare phononic
or electronic dispersions. Typically, the experimentally
extracted self-energies based on these assumptions are
not sensitive to subtle crystalline structural changes. Yet,
in underdoped cuprates, charge order seems to be fa-
vored by certain crystal structures. For example, the
low-temperature tetragonal (LTT) structure appears as
the ideal host for CDW order [2, 12, 13]. This leads to
the perception that the LTT phase enhances the coupling
to the electronic stripes [2, 14]. It has, however, not been

possible to experimentally establish any relation between
the specific crystal structures and electron-phonon inter-
action.

Recent advances of the resonant inelastic x-ray scat-
tering (RIXS) technique have enabled studies of opti-
cal phonons, charge excitations, and their Fano inter-
ference [15–20]. The RIXS phonon scattering cross sec-
tion is directly proportional to the EPC strength [see
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] [21–26]. It is therefore possible to
study both the self-energy effects (excitation energy shift
and lifetime) and the EPC strength for specific phonon
modes.

Here we use ultrahigh energy resolution RIXS to
address the electron-phonon coupling in the stripe-
ordered compound La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4 (LESCO).
We show how the EPC is enhanced upon cooling from
the low-temperature orthorhombic (LTO) into the low-
temperature tetragonal phase that boosts the CDW or-
der. Specifically, we study the in-plane copper-oxygen
bond-stretching phonon mode as a function of temper-
ature and momentum. A phonon softening anomaly in
vicinity to the CDW ordering wave vector is found to
persist beyond the LTT phase. In the same momentum
range, we find that the EPC strength is enhanced upon
cooling into the LTT phase. The enhanced EPC shows a
strong momentum dependence peaking near the charge
ordering wave vector. While the phonon anomaly corre-
sponds to an energy softening of less than 10%, the EPC
is enhanced by about 20% in the LTT phase. Our re-
sults suggest that the enhanced EPC amplifies the CDW
order. Both electronic correlations and momentum de-
pendent EPC are responsible for the charge ordering in
this cuprate compound. While fluctuating stripes emerge
spontaneously from strong electron interactions at high
temperature, they are stabilized at low temperature via
the enhanced coupling to the host lattice.

Single crystals of LESCO, grown by the floating zone
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FIG. 1. Phonon excitations generated in a RIXS process. (a) Schematic of a two-step Cu L3-edge RIXS process. The transition
from initial |i〉 to the intermediate state |m〉 occurs upon absorption of an incident photon, a Cu 2p core electron is promoted
to the 3d valence band. While the core hole is screened, the excited electron effectively causes the vibrations of the oxygen ions.
A decay process leaves behind a phonon in the final state |f〉 with probability depending on the electron-phonon coupling [22].
(b) Schematic of the scattering geometry and the eigenvector for phonons with Q = (0.25, 0, 0). The yellow and blue “balls”
represent copper and oxygen ions, respectively. Black arrows on the oxygen ions indicate the vibration directions. (c) A
representative RIXS spectrum collected at 15 K on La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4. The orange, green solid and blue dashed lines
represent scattering from elastic, phonon and background contributions, respectively. The fitting components are described in
the text.

method, were studied at the I21 RIXS beamline at Dia-
mond Light Source. All measurements were performed
at the Cu L3 resonance (∼ 932.5 eV), using grazing
exit geometry with linear vertical (σ) incident light po-
larization. We define wave vector Q at (qx, qy, qz) as
(h, k, `) = (qxa/2π, qyb/2π, qzc/2π) in reciprocal lattice
units (r.l.u.) using pseudo-tetragonal notation, with
a ≈ b ≈ 3.79 Å and c ≈ 13.1 Å. Scattering angle and en-
ergy resolution (Gaussian standard deviation) were fixed
to γ = 154◦ and σG = 19 meV. Magnitude and direction
of the in-plane momentum transfer Q‖ = (h, h tanφ) are
controlled by the light incident angle θ and sample az-
imuthal angle φ, respectively [Fig. 1(b)]. RIXS intensities
were normalized to the weight of the dd excitations (see
Supplemental Material [27] for details).

A RIXS spectrum obtained at Q = (0.43, 0.03)
[Fig. 1(c)], reveals a pronounced excitation around
60 meV that dominates over elastic scattering and the
paramagnon excitations. We assign this excitation to
the in-plane copper-oxygen bond-stretching phonon [see
Fig. 1(b)], in agreement with previous INS [28], IXS [29]
and RIXS studies [19, 20]. To determine its dispersion,
RIXS spectra are collected as a function of momentum
[Figs. 2(a) and S2]. The resulting RIXS intensity maps
are shown for low (15 K) and high (200 K) temperatures
in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Stripe order, revealed by the re-
flection at QCDW = (δ, 0) with δ ≈ 0.24, weakens by
about two orders of magnitude across this temperature
range [see Fig. 3(f) and Ref. 30].

To analyze the RIXS spectra, our fitting model con-
sists of the following three components. Elastic scattering
and the bond-stretching phonon are described by Gaus-
sian profiles. The paramagnon dominated background,

at high energy, is mimicked using a damped harmonic
oscillator function convoluted with the instrumental res-
olution [see Fig. 1(c)]. In Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), subtraction
of elastic and background responses isolates the bond-
stretching phonon spectral weight.

In this fashion, phonon dispersion Eph(Q), lifetime ef-
fects and electron-phonon coupling are studied as a func-
tion of temperature and momentum across the charge
ordering wave vector QCDW. Starting at high temper-
ature (200 K), the phonon linewidth Wph is resolution
limited, and the dimensionless parameter Wph/Eph(Q)
is essentially featureless across Q = QCDW. At our base
temperature (15 K), the phonon linewidth undergoes a
weak but statistically significant enhancement beyond
the resolution near QCDW, which indicates a decrease
in the phonon lifetime. Combined with a softening of the
phonon dispersion, Wph/Eph(Q) displays a 20% increase
across QCDW. Although current RIXS energy resolution
barely resolves the phonon lifetime, the EPC can be an-
alyzed through the softening of the dispersion and the
RIXS phonon cross section.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations [31, 32],
yield a bond-stretching phonon mode that disperses
weakly downward from the zone center to the bound-
ary [see gray dashed lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)]. The
phonon softening observed around the charge ordering
wave vector is not captured by the DFT formalism. By
subtracting the bare phonon dispersion from the mea-
sured data (see Supplemental Material [27] for details),
we infer the softening magnitude [Fig. 3(e)]. The maxi-
mum value ∼ 5 meV at 15 K, is in good agreement with
previous INS results on La-based compounds [9, 33].

In contrast to INS and IXS, the phonon intensities
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FIG. 2. Bond-stretching phonon mode in La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4 probed by RIXS. (a) Raw RIXS spectra collected at 15 K
across the charge ordering wave vector. (b), (c) RIXS intensity maps as a function of energy loss and h for temperatures as
indicated. The red arrows in (a) and black open circles in (b) and (c) mark the phonon dispersion determined from fitting
the spectra (see text). Color code indicates the RIXS intensity. To avoid the overwhelming elastic scattering at the charge
ordering wave vector, we here present data taken along Q = (h, h tanφ) with φ = 4◦ and 0◦ for respectively T = 15 and 200 K.
(d), (e) Elastic scattering and background subtracted spectra for h = 0.26 and 0.31. (f) Dimensionless parameter Wph/Eph
as a function of h at 15 K and 200 K. Solid lines are guides to the eye. Error bars, throughout the Letter, reflect standard
deviations of the fits described in the text.

probed by RIXS are directly proportional to the electron-
phonon coupling [21–26]. Above the LTT onset temper-
ature (TLTT ≈ 125 K), the phonon integrated spectral
weight increases monotonically with momentum Q =
(h, 0) [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)]. Upon cooling into the LTT
phase, the phonon weight is enhanced in vicinity to
QCDW [Fig. 3(b)]. This effect is further enhanced when
cooling to base temperature [Fig. 3(d)]. Our main find-
ing is thus that electron-phonon coupling, linked to the
charge ordering, is amplified within the LTT phase (see
Fig. 4).

The phonon softening manifests over a broad mo-
mentum range (h = 0.24-0.4) [Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)].
This is in contrast to a conventional Kohn anomaly
with a sharp phonon dispersion dip, and is thus incom-
patible with a CDW state arising from Fermi surface
nesting [7, 9, 34]. Alternatively, phonon anomalies in
cuprates have been discussed in the context of collec-
tive stripe fluctuations [35, 36]. Phase excitations of
stripes couple to the lattice and create a splitting of the
in-phase and out-of-phase oscillation modes [35]. How-
ever, the phonon anomaly is expected [35] to exist within
a narrow range of Q — at odds with our experimen-
tal observations. Another notable effect of charge ex-
citation is its Fano interference with intersecting opti-
cal phonons. Recent RIXS results on Bi-based cuprates
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ and Bi2Sr2LaCuO6+δ are interpreted
in terms of a Fano resonance between dispersive charge
excitations and optical phonon modes [15, 17, 18]. This is
supported by a non-monotonically increasing phonon in-
tensity versus momentum and an excitation energy soft-
ening that exceeds expectations for electron-phonon cou-
pling. By contrast, the here reported softening magni-

tude in LESCO is consistent with typical phononic self-
energy effects [9, 33]. In addition, the momentum de-
pendence of the phonon intensity shows marked differ-
ences. In LESCO, the enhanced RIXS intensity peaks
around QCDW (Fig. 4). By contrast, in Bi-based com-
pounds, the intensity enhancement is not directly con-
nected to the charge ordering wave vector. Electron-
phonon coupling therefore appears as the most plausi-
ble mechanism underlying the observed phonon anomaly
in LESCO. The different behaviors observed in LESCO
and Bi-based compounds could be rooted in the charge
ordering strength. Shorter correlation length found in
Bi-based compounds makes quantum fluctuations corre-
spondingly more relevant [17, 18].

Although this phonon anomaly is linked to the charge
ordering phenomenon, there is no direct proportionality
between charge order and phonon softening. For exam-
ple, a pronounced phonon softening is observed already
at 200 K in the presence of only weak charge ordering.
Upon cooling the charge order grows by roughly two or-
ders of magnitude whereas the phonon softening devel-
ops only marginally. The broad momentum width of the
softening at all temperatures remains comparable to the
short-range charge order peak above TLTT [see Figs. 3(e)
and 3(f)]. All together, these results suggest a strong cou-
pling between fluctuating stripes and the bond-stretching
phonon.

Momentum dependence of the electron-phonon cou-
pling in cuprates has been the subject of many theoreti-
cal considerations [22–26]. For the copper-oxygen bond-
stretching mode, a sin2(πh) dependence of intensity for
Q = (h, 0) is expected in absence of charge order [23–
26]. Recent RIXS studies, on different cuprate systems,
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FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of charge order and the associated phonon anomaly in La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4. (a), (c)
Phonon dispersions and (b), (d) integrated spectral weights along the longitudinal direction at indicated temperatures. (e)
Softening energy as a function of h obtained from data in (c) as described in the text. (f) Charge ordering peak at 15 K and
200 K. Elastic intensities are integrated over −45 to 30 meV and the 200 K data are displayed with a multiplication factor of
20. Solid lines are Gaussian fits. The inset displays the charge order correlation length ξ versus temperature. Open squares
denote data from Ref. [30]. Gray dashed lines in (a),(c) and (b),(d) are respectively the DFT bare bond-stretching phonon
dispersion (normalized to match our data) and the phonon spectral weight above TLTT fitted to a sin2(πh) function. Colored
lines in (a)-(e) are guides to the eye.

have observed bond-stretching phonon intensities in good
agreement with this theoretical modelling [18, 19, 23, 24].
It is also in accord with the intensities measured above
TLTT in LESCO [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)]. This linkage be-
tween RIXS phonon intensity and electron-phonon cou-
pling suggests that upon cooling into the LTT phase, the
EPC is enhanced around the CDW wave vector. This
enhancement is further amplified upon cooling.

In La2−xSrxCuO4 x = 1/8 (LSCO), the RIXS in-
tensity of bond-stretching phonon remains structureless
at low temperature (28 K) [19]. The lack of LTT lat-
tice distortion in LSCO results in a mismatch between
the copper-oxygen bond and the average stripe direc-
tions [37, 38]. This in turn reduces the coupling be-
tween the fluctuating stripes and the lattice vibrations
that involve the in-plane copper-oxygen bonds. Our com-
parison of the bond-stretching phonon across the LTT
transition temperature in LESCO, indeed reveals that
the EPC is enhanced at the charge ordering wave vector
only in the LTT phase [Fig. 3(b)]. As a result of the en-
hanced coupling between lattice and charge stripes, the
charge order correlation length gradually increases inside

the LTT phase [inset of Fig. 3(f)]. The link between
the lattice LTT transition, electron-phonon coupling, and
charge correlations suggests that electron-lattice interac-
tions promote the charge ordering process.

The importance of EPC in cuprates has been under-
lined in many theoretical considerations [23, 25, 26, 39].
A phonon-based CDW mechanism can be enabled by
strong correlations where the momentum space struc-
ture of the EPC is linked to the charge ordering wave
vector [39]. Although only the buckling mode was con-
sidered [39], the EPC of the bond-stretching mode is also
known to be significant [20, 23–26, 28]. Our experimen-
tal results indeed reveal that charge correlations spon-
taneously emerge at high temperature where the EPC
is not favoring charge instability at any specific momen-
tum. The low temperature EPC enhancement promotes
the CDW formation by triggering a “lock-in” of charge
modulation at a specific ordering wave vector. This is
similar to the conventional phonon mechanism in CDW-
susceptible materials, where the Q-dependent EPC in-
duces a structure instability that has a compatible mod-
ulation with the charge density [5, 7, 39]. In LESCO,
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FIG. 4. Schematic temperature evolution of the charge order
and electron-phonon coupling through the bond-stretching
mode. (a) Low- and (b) high-temperature charge order-
ing wave vector and soft bond-stretching phonon mode as
observed in La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4. Red and pink area
centered around the CDW ordering wave vector indicate
schematically the CDW peak width. Solid and dashed lines
represent the experimentally observed and DFT calculated
bond-stretching phonon dispersions, respectively. Color code
on the phonon dispersion indicates the observed electron-
phonon coupling in addition to the expected sin2(πh) depen-
dence.

the LTT distortion changes the in-plane copper-oxygen
bond lengths with the same symmetry breaking tendency
as the stripes. The ionic modulation could possibly en-
hance the coupling to the electronic degree of freedom
and stabilize the charge stripes. Future improvements of
the RIXS energy resolution would enable studies of ener-
getically lower lying phonons — for example the buckling
mode [18]. Such studies would map out all the charge or-
dering relevant phonon modes.

In summary, we use RIXS to study self-energy effects
and electron-phonon coupling of bond-stretching phonon
anomaly associated with charge-density-wave order in
La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4. A substantial enhancement of
the electron-phonon coupling is observed near the charge
ordering wave vector upon entering the low-temperature
tetragonal phase. A tangible causal chain is that the
LTT lattice structure enables a momentum dependent
electron-phonon coupling that in turn triggers a lock-in
of the charge-stripe ordering wave vector and long-range
charge correlations. Our results highlight the importance
of electron-phonon interaction for the long-range CDW
order in the cuprates. Since CDW is a competing or-
der, the enhanced electron-phonon coupling on the bond-
stretching mode, most likely, plays an effectively antago-
nistic role towards superconductivity.
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